A home is meant to be as special as the people who live in it. Creating living spaces that reflect the personality of the homeowner can be difficult, especially when you are attempting to bring your vision to life. As challenging as creating extraordinary spaces can be, we know that it’s the special touches in your masterpieces that will ultimately differentiate your business and enhance your reputation.

To help make your vision a reality, Conestoga’s Special Designs team brings you those personalized, one-of-a-kind products that offer the perfect solution for situations when only a true work of art will do. Employing master craftsman who pride themselves in creating the highest quality woodworking, our special designs products end up in some of the finest homes in America.

The following pages feature only a hint of what’s possible. So take a look, and remember that if your clients dream it and you design it, together, we will make it uniquely yours.
If extraordinary is what you’re after, Conestoga’s Special Designs team has the answer. Consider designing with a less common specie, grade or cut of wood for primary cabinetry, or as an accent. Conestoga can source nearly any wood specie and these distinct choices allow you to incorporate the natural beauty and character that may otherwise be unachievable. It is the combinations of color, grain pattern and other inherent characteristics that give each specie a personality all its own.
When designing with a distinctive specie, the sky is the limit. Whether you prefer the traditional look of Rift Cut White Oak, the elegance of Ribbon Mahogany or the boldness of Zebrwood, your finished project will be anything but ordinary. Take your overall look to a new level by incorporating a unique domestic or exotic specie into your next kitchen, bathroom or furniture design.
Custom Mullions
Turning fine cabinetry into showcases, time-honored mullions are frequently incorporated within more traditional designs to create exceptional spaces. Conestoga’s master craftsmen have perfected the art of manufacturing nearly any mullion configuration and they use their expertise to produce dozens of these products each week. From simplistic six-lite to intricate double arched lite doors, there is a mullion design to suit the needs of your most astute customers.
Producing a one-of-a-kind mullion design is possible with the help of Conestoga’s Special Designs team. So get creative, let your ideas flow and we’ll build it. Each mullion strip is hand-fit to ensure the strength and durability of every door. It’s this blend of craftsmanship, combined with state-of-the-art technology, that produces the highest quality mullion doors in the industry.
Custom Mullions
Arched Raised Panel Valances
Possibilities abound with dozens of customized arched panel valance designs. Tailored to your specifications, these decorative multi-panel valances are often used as range hood fronts, over windows and sinks and as fireplace mantles. Whether it’s a miter, mortis & tenon or even an applied moulding design, Conestoga’s arched panel valances are versatile and eye-catching, and sure to spruce up any room.
Inset and beaded-inset cabinetry has always been associated with superior, high-end kitchen design. Conestoga offers five front frame profile options, each providing a unique look to satisfy varying style preferences. With over 200 standard configurations, our front frame program can satisfy almost any need. But if you simply have to have something truly extraordinary, our Special Designs team can produce uncommon front frame configurations, non-standard species, radius fronts, wide and arched framing and even individualized decorative frame profiles.
Unique Door Designs
Allow your imagination to run wild and customize that one-of-a-kind door design. Although Conestoga publishes hundreds of doors and drawer fronts with a wide variety of options, there are times when you need to take things to the next level. Create a door style that is uniquely your own, whether for an individual project or as part of your product offering. Our Special Designs team is equipped to assist as you develop the distinctive appearance that lets your customers know that your designs will set their kitchen apart.
Wainscot & Appliance Panels
Commonly used as island backs, end panels, wall coverings and along staircases, wainscot panels add sophistication to any home or office. For a truly unique look, radius wainscot panels can also be incorporated into your island or furniture design.

Want to dress up your appliances? We also provide a wide array of appliance panels to bring a look of elegance that blends your appliances with the rest of your cabinetry. While these large multi-panel products can be difficult to manufacture, it’s simple for our Special Designs team to provide you with the exact panel sizing, framing widths and customized angles you need to handle your most intricate design challenges.
Countless studies have shown that color is very powerful and has the ability to influence our moods and thoughts, as well as, change the perceived shape and size of any room. Considering color is such an important factor, why not provide your client with that precise shade? Whether you choose a lighter stain to give your kitchen an open, airy feeling, or a darker tone to add sophistication and warmth, turn your vision into a reality with Conestoga’s custom stain matching program.
Conestoga provides custom color matching services that allow you to achieve your desired stain on your choice of wood species. Simply provide us with a representative color sample and let us create a match.

If an opaque finish is what you are looking for, our Prism Paint offering consists of over 1,100 paint colors! With these two comprehensive finishing programs, Conestoga is sure to have you covered.
Choose a size and specie and provide us with a design and we’ll take it from there. Whether it’s a 12’ high column or a spindle that is just a few inches tall, we can meet all of your custom turning needs.

Did your kitchen or furniture design ever call for a table leg, corner post, bun foot or column in a unique size, specie or pattern? Conestoga offers a complete custom turning program that allows you to put your personal stamp on nearly any accessory item.
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